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1 Introduction
1.1

Background

Of the existing European stock currently lived in, 53 % of it was built before 1971, 15-18 %
between 1971 and 1980, 12-13 % up to 1990 and 12 % up to 2000. Only 6 % has been built
after. Moreover, within the European residential sector, multifamily houses represent around
50% of the building stock. (Sarah, Birchall et al., 2014)
Such built environment shows relevant needs for a retrofit action, such as aesthetical and
structural degradation, indoor discomfort in terms of visual, hygro-thermal and air quality
perceptions, high operation costs due to heating, cooling and electrical consumption, noncompliant building services (cold and hot water piping, air ducting, electrical cabling), and so
on.
Heating needs are quite uniform all over Europe, amounting to around 140-170 kWh/m2y final
energy consumption, compared to around 25 kWh/m2y DHW consumption1. Cooling
consumption is an issue only in the southern countries, where it generally ranges between 30
and 50 kWh/m2y. In absolute terms, heating consumption in the residential sector in Europe
arrives at around 2300 TWh/y, DHW consumptions reaches 500 TWh/y, while cooling
consumption is less than 100 TWh/y (the total heat consumption in Europe is around 6500 –
7000 TWh/y2). From this picture, heating demand needs to be addressed most urgently.
Nonetheless, a solution that covers both aspects and avoids a future increase of cooling loads
in absolute terms is more attractive.
An effective deep retrofitting asks for a systemic approach able to consider the renovation as
the chance to improve inhabitants’ comfort and safety, energy efficiency, and hence finally the
overall building value.
The only way to correctly tackle the deep renovation challenge is to include in the retrofit both
envelope and building services (i.e. the energy generation and distribution systems). Such
approach is traditionally very impacting on the inhabitant’s life, due to the need of entering
each flat with heavy and dirty works. In some cases, dwellers might be asked to move out their
home for a while.
As a result, the replacement rate of the existing stock is very small (1-1.5 % per year3) and
European Directives and Policies4 are trying to boost technologies and methods to increase
such rate in order to decarbonize the European building stock.
Within this broad picture, one of the aims of the H2020 BuildHEAT project is to elaborate a set
of reliable, energy efficient and affordable retrofit solutions for multifamily houses, which
execution is facilitated by industrialised, modular and flexible HVAC, façade and ICT systems
made available on the market.
In fact, in this perspective, off-site works offers interesting potential to decrease the impact on
inhabitants, speeding up the construction site phase thanks to a high grade of industrialised
processes, to be supported by more detailed audit and design phases. As a matter of fact,

1 FP7-iNSPiRe, deliverable D2.1a, “Survey on the energy needs and architectural features”
2 RHC-ETP, “Common vision for the Renewable Heating and Cooling Sector in Europe”, public report, 2011
3 E2B-PPP Multiannual Roadmap and Longer Term Strategy, 2014
4 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings, www.renovate-europe.eu, EU 2030 framework for climate
and energy policies, IPCC A1 scenario www.ipcc.ch
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many design experiences in Europe, mainly through European projects (such as Sinfonia5,
4RinEu6, ..) are following the off-site principles aiming at achieving benefits in terms of
construction site timing, increasing of overall quality and therefore a positive impact on the life
costing of the whole building.
In the framework of this systemic deep renovation, the building envelope becomes the principal
key element in order to: (i) reduce heat losses and building external surfaces overheating, (ii)
avoid overheating through proper solar radiation control, (iii) integrate solar panels such as
PhotoVoltaic “PV” and Solar Thermal “ST” and (iv) facilitate the building services retrofitting
exploiting the façade surfaces for non-indoor installations, for example integrating hot water
piping or air ducts for the mechanical ventilation system.
Traditional External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems (ETICS) do not offer any
dedicated technological solution to insulate the building envelope without the use of the
scaffolding for the installation and for letting the energy generation and distribution systems
being integrated in façade. The existing handcraft-made experiences of building such kind of
multifunctional façade carry high risks of failures mainly due to installation errors besides long
realisation times.
As answer to this technological gap, within the BuildHEAT an innovative façade solution has
been developed, exploiting off-site processes as much as possible to assemble a modular
façade kit able to integrate removable passive and active cladding.

1.2

BuildHEAT façade design drivers

As depicted in the previous paragraph, the exploitation of a multifunctional façade system on
the one side and of industrialized processes on the other could boost the building systemic
retrofit.
Hence, the BuildHEAT façade development has involved HALFEN Gmbh, ACCIONA
Construction, ARUP Italia, MIG mbH Germany, AIRRIA (Greencom Development SCRL) and
Eurac Research and it has been guided by the following design drivers. The façade has to
reduce
•

the building heating demand while preventing overheating and assuring indoor comfort;

•

the installation effort and the impact on inhabitants for a deep retrofit action, simplifying
and standardizing the installation of active elements, piping and ductworks on the outside
of the existing façade. Standard passive cladding as well have been considered as
possible façade finishing.

Additional façade design drivers have come directly from the BuildHEAT project retrofit
concept and are summarised in the following list.
•

The façade system has to be easily installed and maintained. This means that active,
passive cladding as well as the building services components have to be accessible and
replaceable.

•

Cost-effective solution: having a cost-effective solution is mandatory to be able to sell the
product.

•

Replicability: able to be easily adapted to a broad portfolio of multi-family residential
building typologies.

5
6

www.sinfonia-smartcities.eu/it/
http://4rineu.eu/
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•

Flexibility: commercial active solar systems, such as PV and ST, are needed by the energy
concept of the renovation and have to be easily integrated in the facade. The use of
different passive cladding components has also to be assured. The idea of standardization
is intended as a way to assure tailor-made façade design in an easy and smart way. This
challenging concept is in opposition of the old idea that prefabrication implies repetitive
and fixed architecture styles.

Finally, the whole facade assembly might have an overall thickness upper limit due to local
building regulations as well as to the indoor visual comfort to be preserved and investigated
case by case.

www.BuildHeat.eu
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2 Façade concept and preliminary analysis
2.1

Schematic design

Based on the above-mentioned background and guided by the design drivers reported in the
previous chapter, the design process has started with a schematic design phase. Its focus has
been to identify possible façade technological concepts, with technical features able to fulfil
the product requirements and to address the expected impact in terms of installation process
and performances.

2.1.1 Components
First, the components needed to pursue the development requirements’ have been functionally
assessed. The core components to be integrated in the façade are the following.
•

SUB-STRUCTURE
A load-bearing structure and related fixing for the components and anchoring to the
existing wall to be designed and provided by HALFEN. Such structure has to bear the
mechanical stresses (dead load, wind), to allow the easiness of installation through the
way it is anchored to the existing wall; on the other hand, accessibility plus removability of
the façade integrated functional elements (i.e. insulation, passive cladding, PV, ST and
eventually windows and mechanical ventilation machine) are guaranteed through the kind
of fixing.

•

THERMAL INSULATION LAYER
Commercial ETICS have been assessed. The insulation is the fundamental element in
order to increase the thermal resistance of the wall, reducing hence the overall building
heating demand, and to protect the façade from fire spread. For this reason, the rockwool
has been considered for its incombustible property. Moreover, the possible presence of
thermal bridges has been studied in order to minimize their local and global impact.

•

PASSIVE CLADDING
The façade finishing determines the aesthetic appearance of the building and the its
durability. Besides the cladding system based on the Polymer Concrete technology,
developed by ACCIONA, the possibility to install other kinds of commercial panels have
been considered during the design process.
A further optional component considered in the development has been the MIG protecting
reflective paint, a peculiar coating for indoor and outdoor surfaces able to impact on the
building energy needs and the indoor comfort.

•

ACTIVE CLADDING
Some of commercial PV and ST solar systems to generate energy from the façade,
contributing to the reduction of the non-renewable energy consumption, have been studied
as possible devices to be integrated in façade. Such kind of installation is more and more
needed to cover the mid and high-rise building energy demand, where roof top area might
be not sufficient. Façade integration for solar thermal and photovoltaics modules helps
also in reducing oversizing risks (such as stagnation) and in increasing self-consumption
respectively. Nevertheless, the way such solar systems are integrated in the façade is still
an open point, addressed by the BuildHEAT façade development.

•

ENERGY AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTIONS
Façade integrated piping, ducting and cabling distributions can provide each flat the
needed thermal energy, fresh air and electric power minimizing the indoor construction
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works and therefore the impact on inhabitants. The advantage of such kind of integration
might be counterweight by the difficulties in installation and accessibility for maintenance.
Hence, the whole façade concept has been strongly influenced by this aspect during the
design.
•

WINDOWS
The window node is a critical and fundamental step to achieve indoor comfort, energy
demand reduction as well as durability of the components. Hence, the BuildHEAT façade
development has considered the possibility to facilitate the window substitution integrating
the window in the new façade.

•

HEAT RECOVERY MECHANICAL VENTILATION
Deep retrofit actions towards the highest energy labelling grade are nowadays requiring
the use of the heat recovery ventilation machine. The scope is twofold: the ventilation heat
losses reduction, on the one side, and the indoor air quality, on the other. Therefore, the
mechanical ventilation has been part of the systemic renovation approach. The façade
integrability of such machine has been initially considered in the façade design.

2.1.2 Façade concepts
Besides the traditional ventilated façade, three façade concepts have been conceived and
assessed during the schematic design.
All concepts consider a so called “soft insulation layer” adherent to the existing façade (e.g.
made of rockwool), able to guarantee a first continuous layer of thermal insulation, to host
eventual piping, ducting and cabling in that thickness, absorbing thickness tolerances of the
existing wall. Even if this layer would not be industrialised and would require a more traditional
installation approach, it has been agreed as a needed element to reduce the risk of relevant
thermal bridges. The insulation thickness might vary between around 6 cm to 10 cm, according
to the single project needs.
The three concepts are described below and depicted in Figure 1.
1. A set of “micro-panels”, with a small frame carrying cladding and insulation rigid panel,
assembled onsite to a traditional sub-structure for ventilated façade. The idea is to use an
industrialised approach in realising a kind of cladding units with attached an insulation
panels on the back through a dedicated metal frame (e.g. a “U” shape profile). Each micropanel is then fixed to the standard mullion for ventilated façade thanks to its frame.
Additional dedicated elements would be needed to assure the water tightness between
adjacent micro-panels.
2. A set of “sandwich panels”, each one constituted by insulation and cladding, with direct
fixing from the cladding to a traditional sub-structure for ventilated facade. Each panel
might be directly fixed to the loadbearing mullions through dedicated elements, avoiding
the use of an additional frame as in the previous concept. Each sandwich edge needs to
be designed in order to facilitate installation, removability and especially water-tightness.
3. A fully industrialised “macro-panel”, a kind of unitised system, with one frame each macro
panel, anchored to the existing wall through dedicated brackets as for curtain wall. In this
concept, the traditional loadbearing structure is completely substituted by a new metal
frame, able to host different kind of cladding and insulation systems on the one side, to
transfer the mechanical load (especially dead- and wind) to the anchoring system and to
eventually guarantee a water tight continuity thanks to the adoption of gaskets.

www.BuildHeat.eu
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1. Micro-panel

2. Sandwich panel

3. Macro-panel

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the three BuildHEAT façade concept as conceived after the first
brainstorming. Elementary units in red, loadbearing structure in blue.

The first concept, “micro-panel”, has been discarded because its expected advantages were
already included in the other two approaches. In fact, having a number of relatively small preassembled elements adds to the whole process some costs for industrialising, keeping the
fixed costs for the traditional approach.
Hence, a second design step has followed, assessing some possible representative sections,
as represented in Figure 2.
2. Sandwich panel

3. Macro-panel

Figure 2: Vertical sections elaborated during the schematic design of two façade concepts. Elementary
units in red, loadbearing structure in blue. Soft insulation layer in green.

The “sandwich panel” approach has shown some limits in the needed flexibility for integration
of other kinds of cladding (i.e. solar active panels) and on the need to carefully consider the
development of a shaped load-bearing rigid insulation system. On the contrary, the following
macro-panel advantages can be identified. (i) The industrialised approach is fully exploited and
the traditional metal structure for ventilated facades is replaced by the macro-panel metal
frame. (ii) The presence of the new frame assure flexibility in the possible integration of further
components (i.e. PV, ST, windows, ventilation machines), and in the sizing of each macro-
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panel. (iii) The macro-panel concept can be based on a set of commercial elements already
available on the market of curtain walling system.
Hence, after this preliminary analysis, it has been decided to focus the development of a preassembled macro-panel realising an industrialised ventilated façade, sketched as in Figure 3.
This choice has been driven also by the business of HALFEN, leader in the fixing and
anchoring for building components, and ACCIONA, to further progress in the development of
an innovative passive cladding material, as explained in the next chapters.

Figure 3: Sketch of possible facade pre-assembled macro-panels.

2.1.3 Integration of the ventilation machine
Once determined the overall façade concept, the development has focussed on the ventilation
machine integration. As said before, such device is nowadays well known by the design team
as needed to achieve the highest performance rate in terms of heating demand and indoor air
quality. Nevertheless, in the retrofit sector, its use asks for relevant technical spaces and
connection between the indoor and outdoor.
First, the target apartments have been studied in order to make a first sizing of the needed
equipment. The building typology to be renovated is composed by flats of around 100 m² of
heated area, with two to three bedrooms, and an average occupancy of 4 people for flat. The
EN 15251 has been taken as reference in determining the fresh and exhaust airflow rate to
assure a comfort category level 2. In a first scenario, one single centralised ventilation machine
with air flow rates between 150 and 190 m³/h would be needed. In case of a semi-decentralised
configuration, two machines providing between 80 and 120 m³/h should be used. Finally, in
case of a fully decentralised approach with small machines one per window, such devices
should supply around maximum 80 m³/h.
Finally, the development of a semi-decentralised unit system has been decided. This has been
led, on the one side, by the need of keeping an high performance rate in terms of heat recovery
efficiency (therefore at least an intermediate machine size), and, on the other, by the choice of
low impact on inhabitants in terms of ducting inside the flats. However, such semidecentralised scenario still requires some ducting to effectively serve the indoor spaces
detached by the ventilation machine. The possibility to have this air ducts installed in façade
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has been guaranteed by the kind of multifunctional façade to be developed. Having a
removable façade system assures the accessibility of the ducting system.
Hence, the further development step has focussed on the typology of integration for the
ventilation machine, for which a first sizing has been made by the producer AIRRIA on the
basis of the airflow requirements specified before. Four façade integration scenarios have
been generated and assessed (Figure 4).
Scenario 1 considers a machine integrated in the existing wall just under the window. A second
case foresees it above the window hanged at the ceiling from the top. Another option considers
the case of hosting the machine in the existing wall construction, just above the window,
preferably in the roller shutter box if present and if under renovation. Finally, the fourth option
proposes the machine in the new façade, in the first insulation layer, adjacent to the existing
wall just under the window.

1. Under the window

2. At the ceiling

3. Roller shutter
box

4. New facade

Figure 4: The four façade integration scenarios for the Mechanical Ventilation (MV) machine.

These four scenarios have been compared one against the other as summarised in
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Table 1, referring to the criteria derived from the façade design drivers and the mechanical
ventilation system (such as noise protection, compatibility with ducting system, easiness of
maintenance).
The comparison shows that there is not any specific scenario able to solve the open points of
such kind of integration. In parallel, the possibility to integrate the mechanical ventilation
system in a compact storage for hot water has been conceived together with the project partner
(AIRRIA and PINK). Such kind of integration has shown the best fitting of the machine with
another technical element. In fact, both are part of the “active” energy system in the sense that
need maintenance, accessibility, dedicated boxes, connection with a distribution system and
proximity to the end use. As a result, a dedicated ventilation machine has been developed for
the integration in the PINK storage box, realising a multifunctional compact system for
providing hot water and fresh air to the dwellings. The façade integration of such semidecentralised ventilation machine remains still an interesting research challenge to be tackled
in future developments.
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Table 1: Qualitative comparison among the four different scenarios of mechanical ventilation machine
façade integration.

1. Under the window

2. At the ceiling

3. Roller shutter box

4. New facade

Some internal works
to be done. Presence
of radiators might
add relevant works

Some light
internal works to
be done

Some internal works
to be done, not
heavy if the roller
shutter box is
present

Only few drilling
actions needed

Low aesthetic
impact. Conversion
of an unused space

Use of a free
space, aesthetic
relevant

Low aesthetic
impact. Conversion
of an unused space

Users will not see
the machine

To be carefully
assessed

To be carefully
assessed

To be carefully
assessed

Not critical

Presence of radiators
depends on the case

Location quite
available in the
residential sector
except for the
case where they
have internal
curtains

Fixed to dimensions
of roller shutter box
(if any), unless
further internal
works to be done

Machine fixed at
the external metal
structure

New facade thickness
is not affected

New facade
thickness is not
affected

New facade thickness
is not affected

New facade
thickness is
determined by the
machine thickness
and its insulation

Machine
thermal losses

Low thermal losses
from AHU to outdoor

Low thermal
losses from AHU
to outdoor

Low thermal losses
from AHU to outdoor

High thermal losses
from machine to
outdoor. Need for
additional
insulation.

Easiness of
maintenance

Machine easy to
access from the
indoor

Machine easy to
access from the
indoor

Machine easy to
access from the
indoor

Not easy. Access to
the machine with
an openable
external sill.

Cost for works
(preliminary,
installation)

Internal works to be
done

Some minor
internal works to
be done

Internal works to be
done

Only drilling
needed

Additional cost
for components

No needs of
anchoring system

Need for
anchoring system
on the ceiling

Need for anchoring
system

Development of a
specific openings to
access the
machine.

Connection with
ducting

Easy installation of
ducts between two
facades

Easy installation
of ducts between
two facades but
extra visible
drilling needed

Ducts installation
very difficult

Easy installation of
ducts between two
facades

Low impacting
solution

Social
acceptance
Noise protection

Adaptability to
other retrofit
case

Façade
thickness
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2.2

Final façade concept

As said before, the final façade concept to be developed follows the idea of an industrialized
macro-panel assembly, based on an aluminium macro-panel frame, anchored to the existing
wall with adjustable brackets, able to host different kind of passive and active claddings through
removable fixings. The concept is sketched in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5: BuildHEAT façade final concept and main components. PC panel is for Polymer Concrete panel,
one passive cladding typology representative of a general cladding system.

Figure 6: Generic horizontal sections of the overall façade concept, with different kind of claddings,
namely a passive one (top), a PV panel (mid) and a ST (bottom).
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Based on the defined façade concept, each façade component has been designed in order to
fit with such concept and to satisfy the product typology requirements. As said before, not all
components have been developed, but commercial products have been also identified and
studied as reference (for the windows, the insulation and the active claddings namely PV and
ST). This has been done in order to assure replicability and flexibility.
In the following paragraphs, the main system requirements and components to be integrated
are described.

2.3

Requirements

Besides the design drivers specified in the previous paragraphs, the whole active facade
assembly and all components have to satisfy all functional requirements needed by the
building envelope. Building construction products basic requirements have been summarized
in Table 1 as reported in the European Directive 305/2011 (European Parliament, 2011).
These requirements are then specifically addressed by each product regulation to be followed
for the whole system (also called “kit”) and for the single components. ETAG34 (EOTA, 2012,
p. 34) is the reference guideline for European technical approval of kits for external wall
claddings in ventilated façade and it has been used as reference for the whole façade
assembly development.
Table 2: Building construction product basic requirements.

ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS
EU DIRECTIVE 305/2011
Mechanical resistance and
1
stability
2 Safety in case of fire

3

Hygiene, health and the
environment

4 Safety and accessibility in use

5 Protection against noise

6

Energy economy and heat
retention

www.BuildHeat.eu

ETAG034
KITS FOR EXTERNAL WALL CLADDINGS
It is considered as a non-loadbearing part of the building.
Single components mechanical behaviour is specified in ER4.
Reaction to fire of components.
Fire resistance for the whole wall assembly.
Moisture proofing from outside damp: (i) water tightness of
joints; (ii) water vapour permeability; (iii) drainability.
Avoiding wall internal surface and interstitial condensation
cases.
Avoiding contamination of outdoor environment (content
and/or release of dangerous substances).
Mechanical Effect of intrinsic weight.
Impact resistance.
Shatter properties.
Horizontal point loads.
Effect of wind action.
Effect of seismic actions.
Mechanical behaviour under hygro-thermal variations.
The external wall including the external wall cladding shall
be designed to meet the acoustic
performance requirements for each project.
The entire wall shall satisfy this requirement. External wall
claddings including an insulation layer improve thermal
insulation and make it possible to reduce heating (in winter)
and cooling (in summer). Thermal resistance, water vapour
permeability and water permeability have to be specified to
establish the benefits of the system.
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7

Sustainable use of natural
resources

The cladding kits shall be stable to temperature variation,
humidity, shrinkage and/or swelling, freeze-thaw cycles,
chemical and biological attacks, corrosion and UV radiation.
All components shall retain their properties during the
overall service life of the kit under normal conditions of use
and maintenance such that the kit conformity is maintained.

Air tightness is not mentioned in Table 1, because it does not apply to the ventilated façade kit
itself. Nevertheless, in the case of a systemic retrofit envelope solution, airtightness is a
relevant topic, which is however mainly tackled by the ETICS, the existing wall and the window
hole node.
The here presented list of the product requirements has allow to continue the design through
the definition of the core components’ features able to match with such performances. In
particular, the mechanical behaviour, the safety issues, the fire resistance and the heat
retention have strongly influenced the design because of the risk of critical behaviours of the
components. Moreover, the testing procedures are reported in the ETAG034 and have been
therefore followed during a dedicated design phase.

2.4

ETICS

Two kind of insulation systems have been identified: (i) a continuous layer of soft insulation
adherent to the existing façade, hosting eventually the building service distributions, and (ii) a
second insulation layer able to be pre-assembled at the façade macro-panel and to match with
different kind of cladding systems (i.e. passive, PV and ST). However, these two insulation
layers have to be in contact one to the other. Moreover, an air gap has to be let between the
claddings and the insulation in order to realize a ventilated façade.
The first insulation layer is a standard ETICS and can be chosen project by project without any
further requirements besides the one of the traditional design.
Concerning the second layer, the possibility of using insulating flakes has been studied. This
kind of material is commonly used to fill walls’ air chambers or ceilings, because it needs a
sealed and confined space, to guarantee the correct installation. Nevertheless, this insulation
technique has been discarded because of such technical requirement and of the removability
need. Hence, traditional insulation systems have been assessed, bearing in mind the need to
remove such panel to access the first insulation layer and the building distribution system
eventually hosted.
•

The insulation should be a rigid insulation panel, able to be fixed just punctually to the
macro-panel frame by a set of self-screw, without any masonry-related system. Moreover,
each macro-panel contains several insulation panels, which have to match the macropanel frame sizes. Hence, the possibility to adapt the insulation dimensions to the macropanel sizes is needed. The fire reaction class is also a relevant feature. Being a ventilated
façade, the material has to be incombustible. Finally, the material sustainability is
suggested to lower the environmental impact of the whole system.

Table 3 shows the main differences between the BuildHEAT façade second insulation layer
and other common façade systems.
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Table 3: Insulation system comparison.

Ventilated façade

ETICs

BuildHeat proposal

Mechanical anchors + direct
contact to the existing façade.

Adhesive + mechanical
anchors

Mechanical anchors

Own weight

Own weight + cladding

Own weight

Existing façade plane

Existing façade plane

Macro-panel frame

Surface on a rigid support

Yes

Yes

No

Required rigidity of panels

Low

Medium

High

Insulation fixing system
Loads supported
Loads transmitted to

2.4.1 Design of the insulation fixing
Different possibilities in the macro-panel frame design have been studied. Finally, a dedicated
additional plate in the macro-panel frame, supporting the insulation boards on their sides, has
been conceived, minimizing the frame’s dead load increase and assuring a correct positioning
of the self-screw punctual fixing. Figure 7 shows the additional plate and the insulation board
anchors.

Figure 7: Scheme of the insulation panels fixing and the additional plate for the macro-panel.

The final sizing of the macro-panel additional plate has been studied after the insulation board
fixing selection. In fact, traditional ETICS are normally fixed thanks to an adhesive layer and
several punctual expansion plugs. These items are long expansion plugs with a circular plate
on the exterior part, to avoid share failure in the insulation material due to the punctual
stresses. Such fixing system is not suitable for the BuildHEAT façade, because any continuous
back surface for the plug expansion is missing.
Consequently, a metal compatible self-screw with circular pressor is required and it has been
sought through a dedicated market analysis. As reference, the Hilti S-IDP 4.8S/40x60 has
been identified, because such fixing is already used for the installation of insulation panels on
sloped metal sheet decks. Such fixing item is constituted by a plastic circular plate and the
self-screw, as shown in Figure 8. It is recommended to install it at minimum 60 mm distance
from the edge of the insulation panels. Therefore, this determines the width of the additional
plate to be considered in the macro-panel frame shape.
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Figure 8: Images of Hilti’s S-IDP 4.8S/40x60 anchors.

A general horizontal section of the final layout of the rigid insulation pre-assembled in the
macro-panel frame is reported in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Hilti fixing system for the rigid insulation panel in the BuildHEAT façade (horizontal section).

Several meetings have been held with the supplier to check the fixing suitability for the
application in the BuildHeat façade, especially regarding the difference between the sloped
and vertical position and the influence that this could have on their capacity. Moreover, some
samples have been provided and tested on some rigid boards installed in the ACCIONA’s
facilities, as described in the following paragraph.

2.4.2 Testing of the fixing
Concerning the insulation panels and their fixing, given the use of commercial product in a
non-standard configuration, a testing campaign has been designed. Its goal has been the
verification of the mechanical capacity of the pair “rigid insulation panel plus fixing” attached
on a metal plate, as in the BuildHEAT façade setup. Moreover, the evaluation of the number
of needed screws (two or three per side) has to be assessed thanks to this testing campaign.
•

Hence, four Knauf Ultracoustic_7 panels have been selected. In particular, two panels
80 cm (see Figure 10, left side) and two 100 cm wide (see Figure 10, right side) have been
installed on 12th January 2017 at the ACCIONA’s outdoor facilities in Madrid (Spain).
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Figure 10: Rigid insulation board anchored on aluminium profiles.

In each panel width, two different fixings have been studied: three (Figure 10, upper panels)
and two (Figure 10, lower panels) in each lateral side have been used. All fixings have been
screwed at 60 mm from the edge of the panels’ four corners, following the recommendation of
the insulation manufacturer.
A set of “L-shape” aluminium plates have been used to emulate the BuildHeat system
conditions. The presence of panel deformations, loss of cohesion or breaks around the fixing
due to shear stress have been used as testing indicators to be periodically checked during the
testing campaign. The insulation panels have been covered with plastics to protect from direct
rain, aiming at focussing on stressing phenomena determined only by the dead load. Also, in
the BuildHEAT façade configuration, the insulation panels are expected to be well protected
by the claddings and naturally ventilated by the gaps between cladding panels and macropanels.
On 27th February 2017, the first visual inspection has been done (Figure 12). The conclusion
was that there are not damages in the insulation panels due to the punctual anchors or the
weight supported. A final evaluation of the mockup has been repeated on 3rd August 2018
(Figure 13). The insulation panels have not been damaged due to the punctual anchors or the
weight supported in any of the four situations.
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Figure 11: Vertical profiles and HILTI anchors.

Figure 12: Insulation panels after 6 weeks from the installation.

Figure 13: Rigid insulation boards after 19 months installed
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2.5

Passive cladding

2.5.1 Materials
The cladding panels type, and their inter-axis choices are the two main design parameters
determining the building final appearance. In this sense, the BuildHEAT façade system has to
keep the maximum degree of freedom in choosing the cladding type and panels gaps.
A wide range of commercial possibility are available on the market in terms of materials,
surface finishing, as well as fixing systems able to let sufficient design freedom to design
teams. Since some years, within the European project Bricker first and thanks to BuildHEAT
now, ACCIONA has started the development of a Polymer Concrete (PC) material, a type of
concrete that use polymeric resins replacing cement as binder. Commercial PC is usually a
compound of crushed minerals, as dolomite or calcium carbonate, and polyester resin. The
ACCIONA PC panel aims at introducing recycled materials and at reducing the high density of
current commercial panels (around 2’000 kg/m³) to make them more sustainable and
lightweight.
In fact, the BRICKER project has highlighted the good mechanical properties of the material,
compared to the cladding standards, and hence its potential to reduce density thanks to
different ingredients and to the increasing of recycled materials. Such development has been
carried on during BuildHEAT, trying to keep the current mixture viscosity, mechanical stability,
improving fire reaction and decreasing density.
First, the Aluminium Tri Hydroxide (ATH) or Al (OH)3 has been identified as new ingredient
𝐴𝑇𝐻
able to improve the fire behaviour. In particular, the rate
has been progressively changed
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛
to improve the fire behaviour, keeping in mind that the inclusion of ATH increases the whole
mixture viscosity. This consequently could affect its homogeneity because ATH makes the
mass more difficult to work with and to be mixed with the rest of the components. This means
𝐴𝑇𝐻
that to increase the 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛 relation is necessary to include a dispersant to enable a homogenous
and easy-to-work mixture. Based on this requirement, five more PC different compositions
have been developed and tested.
Moreover, the coupling of the MIG coating and the PC cladding panel has been considered
within the BuildHEAT façade development as possibility to improve the panel surface
properties, in terms of appearance and water absorption, and the fire resistance.
Hence, each of the five PC different compositions mentioned before has been manufactured
and tested in relation to the following aspects.
•

Density
The density of the resulting five different compositions varies between 1.170 kg/m³ and
1.404 kg/m³.

•

Bending
The bending test of the polymer concrete has been tested in ACCIONA’s lab in
Alcobendas (Madrid). according to the EN 14617-2-2008 procedure. Six samples of
each PC different mixture have been tested. Probes sizes have been: 200 mm length,
50 mm width and 18.5 mm (±1.5 mm) thickness. Among the different PC compositions
tested, the measured bending strength has varied between 12 MPa and 18 MPa.

•

Fire resistance
All mixtures have been firstly tested under the Cone Calorimeter test, following the ISO
5660-1:2015, with and without MIG coating until achieve the Maximum Average of Heat
release Emission (MARHE) value expected (<75 kW/m2 for the non-coated sample).
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This value is a good indicator of the achievable level of fire reaction class, to be
determined through the Single Burning Item test EN 13823 (SBI). Target value for the
PC panel is at least the classification “B- s2- d0” (as in the EN 13501-1). “B” is the fire
behaviour, “s2” the total smoke production and “d0 the drops produced. of fire reaction
class, in order to satisfy the Spanish and Italian regulations for façade installation as
cladding. Only these two regulations have been assessed, because of the need to
study the normative set of the BuildHEAT project demo cases. Still, the fire class
reaction “B” is a fairly high level for building construction materials. The main indicators
assessed have been: MARHE (kW/m²), Heat release rate (kW/m²) – Peak, Time to
ignition (s), Total heat release 0-300 s (MJ/m²), Total heat release 0-600 s (MJ/m²),
Total heat release 0-1200 s (MJ/m²), Total heat release (MJ/m²) ignition - 1800 s, Fuel
load (MJ/kg), Smoke production (m²).
•

Water absorption
The tests have been performed following a non-certified procedure in the ACCIONA’s
laboratories. Several samples of sizes 100 mm x 100 mm have been weighted before
immersion and after two different periods (for 24 hours and 40 days respectively). The
different mixtures behave similarly, resulting in the range 0.15 % - 0.39 % after 24 h
and 0.23% - 0.72 % at 40 days.

After reviewing and analysing all the results, one of the five composition has shown the best
fire behaviour performances in most of the assessed indicators. The only value that is worse
than others is the “time to ignition” (85s compared to 39s of the best one). This is due to a
higher concentration of resin if the external face. In fact, the selected composition has less
viscosity and the resin goes to the bottom of the mould slightly faster than other compositions
during the mixing process. The Cone Calorimeter values achieved without hybrid reflective
MIG coating indicate that is very probable achieving the “B, s1, d0” class through the SBI test
for the whole façade prototype assembly using cladding PC panels with that composition.
Moreover, as said before, the application of MIG coating improves the fire behaviour of the
polymer concrete. Regarding physical and mechanical properties, the identified composition
has also good properties: 1.292 kg/m³ of density (below the objective of 1.400 kg/m³); the
second highest bending strength of 13.61 MPa; a water absorption of 0.32 % at 24 hours and
of 0.45 % at 40 days, higher than the average, but still acceptable for a cladding elements.
Therefore, the identified PC composition has been selected to manufacture the cladding
panels to assembly the final BUILDHEAT façade prototypes to be tested under fire and
mechanical tests at façade level.

2.5.2 Fixing
The fixing is a key item for the BuildHEAT façade, because it has to guarantee the removability
of the cladding system to easily mount and unmount the macro-panel filling for maintenance
purposes and accessing possible multifunctional element on the macro-panel back. Moreover,
a number of different passive cladding materials has to be compatible with such fixing system.
Nevertheless, a dedicated development has been done for the PC panels, with the idea of reusing it for other kind of materials, with the needed eventual modifications.

2.5.2.1 Removable fixing
As said, the reference passive cladding studied is the “Polymer Concrete” (PC) panel. A special
screw (MDE88) is mechanically inserted into the panel in the factory production line
determining the fixing points of each cladding panel. This screw is then fixed to a shaped
stainless-steel plate system, which allows to regulate the position of each panel and to anchor
it to the macro-panel frame (Figure 14 and Figure 17). Hence, the fixing system concept is
based on a series of interconnected cast-iron plates fixed by means of mechanical fixing one
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to the other and to the main macro-panel frame channel. Each passive cladding panel has four
plates, shaped with two out-of-plane “teeth”, which are then hanged onto the rest of the fixing
system plates as shown in Figure 14.
This kind of fixing system has the following advantages. It can be used for non-thick materials.
It can provide bi-dimensional easy adjustments adapting the panels’ pattern to spatial uneven
surfaces. It assures easy installation and removal, possible for each panel individually as
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14: Fixing system for the cladding panel.

1

2

3

4

Figure 15: Dismantling phases using the sliding bar enabling the removability of the cladding panel. (1)
Starting position. (2) Unscrewing of the tapping screw + horizontal translation of the anti-slip bracket.
Subsequent translation of the fastening bracket. (3) The bracket attached to the back of the cladding
panel is free
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Figure 16: Detail of a generic steel plate holding two screws for the PC panel. In the picture on the left,
one screw is closed (as before inserting it in the PC panel) and the second is open (as inside the PC
panel). Front picture of the stainless-steel fixing plate anchored to the macro-panel frame channel.

As a result: the cladding panel has to be equipped with a dedicated plug anchor (i.e. MDE88,
described in the following paragraph), which is fixed to a special shaped steel plate. These two
actions are performed in the production line, once the cladding panel is manufactured, for the
four panels’ corner (for a rectangular geometry). At this point, the macro-panel frame has to
be prepared with the rest of the fixing system already in place, anchored to the macro-panel
channel. One cladding fixing system is able to carry two plugs, belonging to an upper and a
lower cladding panels. However, in one macro-panel frame, top and bottom fixing are carrying
only one plate.
A general implementation of such fixing system onto the macro-panel frame is sketched in
Figure 17. The macro-panel frame shape is discussed in the following paragraph. It is however
clear as the fixing system is mechanically anchored to the macro-panel frame channel.

Figure 17: Fixing implementation for a PC panel anchored to the macro-panel frame. Vertical section of
the PC panel fixing system (left). Front view of the stainless-steel fixing plates (mid). Horizontal section of
the PC panel fixing system anchored to the macro-panel frame (right).

2.5.2.2 Plug anchor
In this paragraph, the stainless-steel plug anchor used for the cladding panel made in Polymer
Concrete is described. The anchor is MDE8 with two basic states (Figure 18): the open and
the closed one. Before installation is closed. After installation, it opens in the hole determining
the needed mechanical strength to hold the panel. It permits to have the edges of the PC panel
free and without any kind of processing like kerf, slots, hole or pins. The four anchors behind
the slab permit a better stress distribution of the loads like wind, earthquake and suction
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between façade and the existing building. It does not create further stress inside the PC panel
because there is air between the plug anchor and the stone.

Figure 18: Stainless-steel plug anchor used for the PC panels.

The plug anchor can be applied with a metrical bolt in a flared hole made with a typical stone
producer’s machinery and spread by hands or by a practical pneumatic tool. The installation
phases are depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Installation phases of plug anchor to the PC panel.
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Drilling bit and tolerances are reported in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Drilling tolerances for the use of the MDE8 plug anchor. The scheme refers to a cladding
thicker to 25 mm, but also less thick panels can be used depending on the material.

2.5.2.3 Pull-out testing
The pull-out strength test of the PC panels anchors, the MDE8, has been performed in
ACCIONA Technological Centre in Alcobendas (Madrid). The test objectives have been: (i) To
determine the break load of the anchors for the polymer concrete panels for three different
plug-edge distances; (ii) Based on the previous results, to select the appropriate distance to
be considered in the detailed design of PC panels solution.
To perform the test, 18 cladding samples of 180 x 180 x 17 mm with embedded MDE8 anchors
have been designed and manufactured. The anchors have been embedded at different
distances from the edge of the panel. For each edge distance (30, 40, 50 mm), 6 samples have
been tested.

Figure 21: Drawing and picture of MDE8 embedded on the PC panel.
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Figure 22: Types of samples with embedded anchor at 30, 40 and 50 mm of distance from the edge.

Figure 23: Cladding samples ready for the pull-out test.

A test machine similar to a press and able to perform tensile or compression test has been
used. The plate was blocked with two fastening tools at both sides of the anchors, as it can be
seen in the following pictures.
Most part of the samples presented a bending break instead of the conical, it means that the
sample breaks due to the bending stress before the anchor goes out. Regarding the results,
while the average values in terms of pull-out tensile strength for the 40 and 50 mm edge
distances are similar (1’670 -1’690 N), the ones in 30 mm case are lower and should be
discarded (1’134 N).

Figure 24: Comparison of the pull-out tensile strength in Newton at different edge distances.
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Strength results obtained are higher that the requirements according to the wind loads
calculation, so this test has been considered enough to define the distance of the anchor to
the panel edge. Due to the design of the BuildHEAT façade anchoring system, it was decided
to use 40 mm as design distance between the anchor and the panel edge.

2.6

Active cladding

Two typologies of active cladding systems have been chosen, among the Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) related technologies. Criteria for selection have been the technology readiness,
façade integrability and compatibility with retrofit action.
Photovoltaic and Solar Thermal are the most studied and advanced solar technologies able to
be efficiently integrated in façade and in the energy system, in order to cover part of the building
energy demand, hence lowering the non-RES energy consumption.
From literature, as (Cappel et al., 2014; Carolin Hubschneider et al., 2018; Loonen et al., 2013;
Maurer et al., 2015; Verberne et al., 2014), databases (Eurac on BIPV7 and as reported in
(Maturi and Adami, 2018), IEA Task41 on solar products8), market surveys (e.g. from SUPSI9)
and dedicated meetings with technology providers, a number of technological products have
been identified for both PV and ST. Such collection has aimed at defining main geometrical
and technical requirements to be considered in the macro-panel frame design. In particular,
the following aspects have been addressed.
•

Geometry and weight: Typical commercial sizes are relevant for the definition of the
macro-panel frame dimensions, in particular for its depth. The total gross weight of the
device is also of interest to correctly design the load-bearing structure.

•

Panel framing and fixing systems: Each product has been assessed, starting from the
presence of an eventual own mandatory frame. Moreover, the kind of possible fixing
system connecting such frame to the main building load-bearing structure has been
collected.

•

Specific installation and operation requirements: The need for the solar system to be
installed and connected, in a specific way, to the rest of the façade and building system
has been tracked, in order to guarantee the correct operation of the device.

2.6.1 Solar Thermal (ST)
Few commercial Building Integrated ST (BIST) products have been found. The main common
feature is the custom-made approach and therefore the lack of standardization in terms of
dimensions, fixing system and typical section. This is true for both metal and timber frame
BIST.
As a consequence, the focus has opened on ST product suitable also for façade integration.
In this case, the already realized case studies are also few and therefore a case-by-case
adaptation of existing components has to be considered in designing such façade-integrated
systems.
The main outcome of the ST market analysis has been the following. The maximum and the
minimum ST collector thickness are around 120 mm and 80 mm respectively. An own framing
system, in which also an insulation layer is already located, is always present. Height and width
7

https://bipv.eurac.edu/en
https://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php
9
https://www.seac.cc/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/171102_SUPSI_BIPV.pdf
8
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(without connections) are usually in the range of 1000 mm to 2500 mm. Total gross weight is
between 14 and 25 kg/m² (considering the gross area and without the heat transfer liquid,
which might add around 3 kg as maximum). Finally, three relevant requirements have been
collected: the need to let at least 10 mm air gap on the collector back to assure a proper hygrothermal regulation and to completely avoid; any perforation of the ST overall shell, in order to
have a valid warranty of the ST operation and duration; not all products allows the vertical
installation.
Concerning the hydraulic connections, the topic is of high relevance because it rises the issues
of robustness (assuring lack of leakages), accessibility (possibility to easily plug and un-plug
the collector), easiness of installation (to avoid bottleneck in the whole industrialized approach)
and durability (compared to the ST collector). A BIST-dedicated set of products is missing also
for such hydraulic items. Nevertheless, the standard hydraulic connectors have been assessed
in order to be used in the BuildHEAT façade setup. In particular, the tight room available
between collector and frame has to be considered with attention in the macro-panel sizing.

2.6.2 PhotoVoltaic (PV)
Building Integrated PV systems are already well spread around the world as commercial
product. The main typologies used are as unframed opaque or semi-transparent glazing in a
curtain walling approach, as ventilated façade thanks to framed or unframed panels (thanks to
commercial punctual fixing for both technologies) and as roof top installation, similar as for the
ventilated façade. The regulation framework is growing quite rapidly in the past recent years,
supporting the proper design of a BIPV component. However, the new standard EN 50583 on
Photovoltaics in Buildings has still to be completed by the building product typology regulation,
in the BuildHEAT façade case by the ETAG034 as said in the previous chapter.
The operational requirement of a retro-ventilation is well known and documented. Hence, a
consistent air gap of at least 2 cm has been considered as reference for the macro-panel frame
design. A further relevant element to be consider is the position of the junction box, in order to
have it not conflicting with the macro-panel frame, with the fixing typology and with the free
back gap depth.
A large variety of commercial fixing systems is available on the market. The kind of matching
to the load-bearing substructure is quite traditional, based on the matching with a hosting
channel where the fixing can be tightened.

2.7

Sub-structure

As a final development step, the macro-panel frame, the core of the BuildHEAT façade, has
been finalized. In fact, after several façade frame hypotheses determined by the different
façade concept ideas, only one frame concept has been designed through a series of iteration
among the façade development team.
The main requirements evaluated during the development have been the following.
•

Mechanical loads and deformation. The macro-panel has to be fixed at the concrete slab
front, through a dedicated anchoring system as for the unitized curtain wall. Hence, the
macro-panel height is determined by the inter-slab (equal to the inter-floor) distance.
Within this range, the substructure has to guarantee a maximum deformation in order to
assure the cladding panels stability. The most critical stress, in this sense, is therefore
determined by the horizontal pressures, such as for the wind load. Dead load is carried
vertically and discharged at the slab front through the anchoring system.

•

Thermal behaviour. The presence of a kind of insulation-embedded metal frame
connecting the outdoor to the existing wall external face is a kind of thermal bridge to be
evaluated in terms of heat losses and condensation risk.
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•

Flexibility in hosting the functional components. All the item described in the previous
paragraphs have to be hosted in a dedicated macro-panel. PV and ST can be covering
only a part of one module, which therefore has to be capable of hosting different claddings
panels. Besides the mandatory first soft insulation layer, the second one is optional.

•

Water tightness. Given the presence of a first insulation layer, this should be protected as
much as possible. In order to avoid dropping between two adjacent macro-panels, a
continuous gasket network has to be foreseen.

•

Easiness of installation. The sub-structure is the key façade element determining the
façade installation mode, to be fast and with low impact on inhabitants.

2.7.1 Macro-panel frame
Two transoms and two mullions of identical section compose each macro-panel. The
assembling among these elements is done with a 45° connection welded or fixed mechanically
with an internal angular plate.
A functional sketch of the final frame section is reported in Figure 25. The soft insulation layer
has a minimum thickness of 100 mm in order to cover the metal brackets (macro-panel
anchors) and the eventual building services (pipes for hot water, ducts for air supply and
removal) fixed at the wall surface.

Figure 25: Functional explanation of the macro-panel frame (sketch out of scale).

The frame section has evolved very rapidly during the development (Figure 26). The front
HALFEN fixing channel has been kept all along the development, because if assure the
possibility to install a high variety of cladding panels thanks to the use of standard fixing
systems. The other constant feature has been the whole frame depth, determined at the
beginning by the highest cladding panel thickness, the one of the ST (around 120 mm). Hence,
the frame section depth has been fixed at 100 mm, because additional 20 mm can be absorbed
by the fixing system at the HALFEN channel.
The main changes have focused on the shape of the other section’s parts. In fact, it varied
from an open to a closed one to increase the stiffness, hence reducing the maximum
deformation. Moreover, an additional channel for the gasket and a cantilever for the second
insulation layer fixing have been added.
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Figure 26: Evolution of the BuildHEAT façade frame section as conceived during the product
development.

The detailed design of the macro-panel frame has ended up to a vertical and horizontal
sections as reported in Figure 25. Such final shape is characterized by a 2.2 mm thick
aluminium closed profile, with peculiar shapes in order to host all the other functional
components. The frame has been verified iteratively with possible aluminium frame
manufacturers in terms of ability to extrude the forms as sketched and against the maximum
deformation requirement (of 0.5 mm), for a general height of 3 m and a width of 1 m. The
details on the mechanical stress verifications are reported in the next chapter.
A continuous layer of gaskets can be installed at each macro-panel edges, guaranteeing the
rainwater tightness to protect the soft insulation layer. The gaskets technical features have
been taken from the curtain walling system: vertical gaskets are inserted in each macro-panel
before installation, while the continuous horizontal gasket is installed after one macro-panels’
row installation is finalized. A scheme of the gaskets and of their intersection to assure watertightness is reported in Figure 27. This watertight layer is especially needed if the additional
rigid second insulation layer is used.

Figure 27: Design of the continuous gasket layer, focusing on the intersection between horizontal and
vertical ones.
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2.7.2 Anchoring system
Each macro-panel is subjected to vertical and horizontal loads. Both resulting forces have to
be distributed through the frame and discharged by the anchoring system. The anchoring
concept is hence shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Conceptual explanation of the macro-panel anchoring system for vertical and horizontal loads.

Concerning the vertical loads, each macro-panel is hanged on a curtain wall standard bracket,
which allows tri-dimensional adjustments assuring the new façade being aligned within
acceptable tolerances for all directions. This feature is a key to address effectively the
renovation of existing façade, which might have out-of-plane dis-alignment also of 10 cm.
Executive drawings of the bracket are reported in Figure 29 and Figure 30. The anchors can
be industrially produced in a standardized way adjusting the size depending on the macropanel loads to be carried. In general, the macro-panels described in this document present a
lower specific weight compared to a curtain wall, for which this kind of brackets are commonly
used, thus the macro-panel own load is not a limit to the use of such anchoring solutions and
it is only a matter of overall bracket thickness.
Each macro-panel has to hanged to two brackets. Two hooks are hence foreseen fixed
mullions at the macro-panel top. The overall depth of the bracket plus the hook can be relevant
(not lower than 6 cm) and hence it has to be verified against the final soft insulation thickness.

Figure 29: Vertical section of the macro-panel anchoring bracket (bracket and soft insulation layer are
out-of-scale).
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Figure 30: Horizontal section of the macro-panel anchoring bracket (bracket and soft insulation layer are
out-of-scale)

The macro-panel horizontal loads (mainly wind) are taken from the bottom anchors, consisting
in a restraint fixed either at the lower macro panel or at the existing wall. The conceptual
scheme of Figure 31 has been implemented as in Figure 32.

Figure 31: Conceptual explanation of the macro-panel anchoring system for vertical and horizontal loads.

Figure 32: Executive design of the meeting point between four macro-panels with, in red, the vertical and
horizontal loads carrying system.
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3 Façade final solution
3.1

Whole system overview

As described in the previous chapter, the BuildHEAT façade system is designed for building
envelope retrofitting actions aiming at facilitating the integration of solar devices and energy
distribution systems, and at minimizing the impact on inhabitants exploiting an industrialized
assembling. It is made of pre-assembled façade modules, each composed of a standardized
aluminium anchoring frame that can host insulation, in between transoms and mullions, and
allow fixing different cladding panels, such as opaque cladding panels, but also photovoltaic
modules or solar thermal panels, designed as a ventilated facade. The façade system also
allows the installation of air ducts and new windows, coherently with the existing layout of the
façade openings. Each so called “macro-panel” is anchored on the concrete slabs front and is
adjacent to the existing building façade through a soft insulation layer, used also to absorb the
existing wall vertical and horizontal tolerances.
Such constructive system enables to (i) reduce the duration of the installation process
compared to regular second skin or ventilated façade systems, (ii) allocate insulation and
technical equipment as wires, ducts and pipes and (iii) realize a harmonic integration of
photovoltaic panels/solar thermal collectors and standard opaque panels. The façade concept
is depicted in Figure 33.

Figure 33: Rendering of the BuildHEAT façade final concept and constituting layers.

A typical horizontal section is shown in Figure 34, highlighting the main constitutive
components in case of a passive cladding integration. The first layer consists of a soft
insulation layer, of at least 6 cm, covering possible pipes, ducts and cabling of the building
services, and the macro-panels anchoring slabs. These components are not pre-assembled
and are part of the façade-related preliminary on-site works. However, they can be performed
without the use of scaffolding. On top of such insulation layer are installed the pre-assembled
macro-panels, hanged to the anchoring brackets. They can be of different kind depending on
the functional elements they integrate.
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Figure 34: Concept design of the different layers for the BuildHEAT façade system (ventilated air cavity
and passive cladding).

Each macro-panel has a height equal to the inter-floor distance (around 3 m) and a width
determined by the kind of cladding system to be used (usually between 800 mm and 1400 mm
for commercial panels). The macro-panel has a thickness of around 120 mm. Hence, the whole
new façade construction is at least 200 mm deep, considering an 80 mm thick soft insulation
layer as a minimum to reduce the heat losses in Mediterranean climates.
In the following paragraph, the different macro-panels assemblies are described in detail.

3.2

Passive macro-panel

As said in the previous chapter, the cladding fixing system is usable for many kinds of
commercial cladding panels with minor adjustment. It guarantees the removability of each
panel, necessary in case of presence of building service distribution systems.
The design details here reported refer to the case of use of Polymer Concrete (PC) panel as
passive cladding. The maximum dimensions of the PC panels are 1’650 mm (length), 850 mm
(width) and 17 mm (thickness), according to the manufacturing process, mould dimensions
and facilities. A special screw (MDE8) is mechanically inserted into the panel along the factory
production line implementing the fixing point of each cladding panel. This screw is then fixed
to a stainless-steel plate system, which allows to regulate the position of each panel and to
anchor it to the macro-panel frame. The PC panel fixing system is represented in Figure 35.
The development of the passive macro-panel has led to the executive design (of Figure 36
and Figure 37) and to manufacturing a mock-up as reported in the pictures of Table 4.
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Figure 35: Vertical section of the PC panel fixing system (upper left). Front view of the stainless-steel
fixing plates (upper right). Horizontal section of the PC panel fixing system anchored to the macro-panel
frame (bottom).
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Figure 36: Two macro-panels aside. Main profiles with anchoring to the existing wall (left). Fixing systems
for passive cladding are reported on the right.
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Figure 37: Two macro-panels aside. Cladding panels with punctual fixing systems MDE8, four per panel
(left). Final assembly of the two macro-panels (right).
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Table 4: Pictures of the visual façade mock-up consisting of four passive macro-panels installed at
HALFEN to demonstrate the BuildHEAT façade technology and the related needed processes.

Support aluminium frame holding the brackets
Brackets covered by a soft insulation layer
(replacing the concrete slab anchoring)

Detail of the steel bracket with eyelet
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First macro-panel anchored to the brackets

First row of macro-panels anchored to the
brackets

Detail of the horizontal restraint of the upper Top view of the HALFEN channel with steel plate
macro-panel
and fixing for the PC panel.
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PC panel cladding mounted on the bottom row of
macro-panel. Note: the cladding panel would be Side view of two macro-panels: bracket, vertical
installed in the macro-panel before its and horizontal gaskets are in evidence.
installation on the bracket.

3.3

ST integration

A preliminary state of the art assessment has led to the categorization of commercial solar
thermal products based on their frame typology. The macro-panel frame, standardized for
different kind of cladding panels, has been designed in its depth to allow the hosting of the ST
collectors, with a relevant overall thickness (up to 120 mm). Moreover, the impossibility to
modify the collector frame and box has driven to the need of carrying the collector vertical load
(own weight) on the macro-panel bottom transom. The collector can generally be installed both
“vertically” or “horizontally”. The developed system can cope with both possibilities unless a
complementary cladding system is available for that sizes.
An additional complexity has been added considering the eventual need to suspend the
collector at a position higher than the bottom transom level. The proposed solution foresees
therefore an additional transom fixed at the macro-panel frame (in the HALFEN channel)
through mechanical fixing. Horizontal loads are restrained by additional plates located at the
collector sides.
The HALFEN channel has to be cut in four points to let the hydraulic connections to link one
collector to the other. The use of commercial hydraulic connectors and of corrugated stainlesssteel pipes avoid problems related to the hydraulic installation as well as with the thermal
dilatation.
The macro-panel frame can be covered with commercial dressing caps normally used for
curtain wall. With an eventual ad-hoc extrusion, a cap overlapping the solar thermal edges can
be design improving the protection from raining water.
The needed components and the installation phases are reported in Table 5.
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Table 5: components and the installation phases of a solar thermal collector into the frame solution

Phase 0: macro-panel frame cut in four Phase 1: installation of additional transom
points.
and horizontal back restraints.
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Phase 2: installation of the solar thermal Phase 3: installation of the dressing cap
collector.
fixing system.
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Phase 4: installation of the hydraulic Phase 5: installation of the dressing cap and
connections
of the PC panel fixing system.
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Phase 6: installation of the cladding panel (in
this case a PC panel).

A visual and performance mock-up has been manufactured and assembled as shown in Figure
38. Such real scale mock-up of one macro-panel with one solar thermal collector and a PC
cladding panel has been realized based on the Viessmann collector Vitosol 100-FM and the
Schüco dressing cap commercial components.
The executive drawings of the mock-up are reported in Figure 39.
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Assembled real scale mock-up with the integration of
the Viessmann solar collector Vitosol 100-FM.

Detail of the integration of the PC panel and the ST.
Upper metal fixing are the horizontal loads restraints
for the collector, while the lower fixing is the PC panel
one explained in the previous chapters. The main
frame has been partially cut to host the collector
hydraulic connector.

Detail of the mainframe cut, the collector hydraulic
connector and the lower PC panel anchoring system
inserted in the main frame.

Detail of the two horizontal loads restraints fixed in
the macro-panel frame and holding the collector’s
frame from the back and the front (lower and upper
brackets).
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Detail of the horizontal restraint viewed from the back
and embracing the solar thermal collector frame.

Backside view of the active mock-up. In the upper
part, the black central additional transom sustains the
weight of the solar thermal collector. In the lower part,
the PC panel back is present.

Pressure plate for the dress cap, with mounting
holes, located aside the solar thermal collector.

White dress cap covering only the upper part of the
macro-panel frame and aside the solar thermal
collector.
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Dress cap and pressure plate aside the solar thermal:
a set of fixed nuts on a long screw are needed to hold
the pressure plate and keep the dress cap on the
same plane of the solar thermal collector.

Dress cap (right side) mounted on the pressure plate
(left). Screw and nuts needed to fix the pressure plate
to the main frame and keep it at right distance.

Figure 38: Summary of the mock-up with the ST collector integrated.
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Figure 39: Executive drawing of the mock-up with the Viesmann Vitosol 100-FM solar thermal collector
and the PC panel.
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3.4

PV integration

From a state-of-the-art analysis, as done for the solar thermal system, commercial photovoltaic
panels can be grouped in framed and unframed. The photovoltaic integration in the macropanel frame can be done also adapting standard commercial clamp systems fixing them at the
macro-panel channel, if the PV frame thickness allows being in line with the passive cladding.
This solution has also the advantage of increasing the solar harvesting area compared to a
panel located inside the frame.
So, assuming a photovoltaic panel frame thickness in the same range of the PC panel one
(around 35 mm from the frame channel), a first technical solution based on commercial fixing
systems for PV panels is reported in the drawings Figure 40. The clamp system typologies
proposed are as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 40: Integration of the photovoltaic panel in the case of frame thickness less than 35 mm.

Still, a kind of dressing cap is needed to cover the top and bottom transoms, which would be
otherwise in view.

Fixing for framed panels

Fixing for unframed panels (glazed)

Figure 41: Examples of clamp fixing systems for photovoltaic panels.

One interesting option is the use of the same anchoring system developed for the PC panels.
The major change is on the bottom and the top plates’ length and width, which have to fit with
the position of the PV frame mounting holes (Figure 42). Hence, the new stainless-steel plate
has to be sized in order to connect the PV upper boundary and its mounting holes. In fact,
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generally, PV manufacturers invalidate the product warranty in case of drilling additional
mounting holes. This is a relevant constraint in designing and sizing the anchoring system.
PC Panel Anchors

Framed PV Panel Anchors

Figure 42: Schematic design of the anchoring system for the framed PV panel starting from the PC panel
concept.

In case of a too thick PV frame compared to the reference cladding panel, the solution is to
locate the PV panel within the macro-panel frame area. A first possibility is to manufacture
special “Z-shaped” stainless steel plates connecting the macro-panel channel and the PV
frame. The use of screws allows fixing mechanically the PV frame to the special plates (Figure
43). The macro-panel frame can be covered with a dressing cap as explained before.

Figure 43: Example of "Z-shaped" stainless steel plate fixing the PV frame mounting holes to the macropanel main frame.

The use of an additional transom is also possible when the PV panel frame cannot be used for
mechanical fixing and it has therefore to be sustained from the bottom and restrained aside as
for the solar thermal (see the previous paragraph). Nevertheless, this solution leads to higher
costs which might be unjustified by the benefits related to the technology implementation.
The removable BuildHEAT fixing system has been used for the visual and performance
mockup integrating the PV and the PC panels.
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Figure 44: Front view and vertical section of the mockup with PV and PC panels integration.

The BuildHEAT macro-panel with PV integration mockup is shown in

Figure 45: Pictures of the PV mockup installed at the HALFEN assembling site. Front view (left), top and
bottom removable fixing systems (top and bottom right respectively).
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3.5

Window integration

The design of the best way to renovate the existing windows have been deeply studied, both
considering the traditional window removal and substitution, with the BuildHEAT façade
covering the function of the traditional ventilated façade, and assessing the full integration of
the new window in the new pre-assembled macro-panel.
Hence, the first option, the easiest one from the technical point of view, is to realise a preassembled macro-panel not integrating directly the new window, which is traditionally located
at the existing wall – wall insulation interface. In this case, the macro-panel is composed of a
network of primary and secondary frames. The first with a section as shown in the previous
paragraphs and chapters, while the second with a more traditional squared shape. The design
of such frames grid has to be designed depending on the façade architectonical composition
in terms of sizing and positioning of the passive cladding panels. A general design of such
system is depicted in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Vertical sections and front view of the window macro-panel system.

A second design option is to integrate the window anchoring it to the new façade, i.e. at the
window macro-panel. In this configuration, an insulating block frame can be used as interface
between the new window and the macro-panel frames, as show in Figure 47. This block has
several advantages as described in (Andaloro et al., 2018). In practice, it is a frame made of a
layer of 6-10 cm thick rigid density insulating material (e.g. extruded polystyrene, density of
around 35 kg/m³, thermal conductivity of 0.034 W/m/K) and a timber-framed system. It is
shaped around the window frame to match the window hole sizes and features. Then it is preassembled with ad-hoc timber panels to carry the window dead loads. Such system allows to
simplify the design phase, to standardize the window, to enhance reliability during installation
and easy compatibility with ETICS insulation systems, to installation thanks to the preliminary
alignment of the block with the building façade plane, assuring effective insulation and
eliminating the geometrical thermal bridges. Moreover, the insulating block is already thought
to host some functional components, such as compact roller shutter or venetian blinds. Finally,
the window jamb finishing design and installation is also facilitated by the presence of a loadbearing insulating interface with the window.
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Vertical section

Horizontal section

Figure 47: Schematic design of a window integration in the BuildHEAT façade system thanks to the use of
an insulating block frame. The drawings refer to one of the old macro-panel frame section and they are
therefore to be used only as general reference.

Both options have been studied until the preliminary design but have not been implemented
yet in a demo case.

3.6

Building services distribution

Building’s services might be renovated and installed onto the existing façade surfaces,
decreasing the indoor construction activities and therefore the impact on building users. As
sketched in Figure 48, the building services (e.g. piping and ducting systems) are fixed onto
the existing façade with traditional fixing systems in the same layer of the soft insulation (the
foreseen insulation thickness would be always greater than 80 mm for a deep renovation). The
macro panels’ frame and components, in fact, will be located above this first layer. The macropanel anchoring system are punctual as sketched in Figure 29, Figure 30, Figure 31 and Figure
32. Building services can therefore run (horizontally or vertically) behind the macro panels and
between the punctual anchors located at the slabs level as depicted in Figure 48, Figure 49
and Figure 50. Pipes, ducting and macro-panels anchoring installation will be done in parallel,
as the first steps of the renovation.
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Figure 48: Front view of a generic inter-slab wall with vertical and horizontal pipes. Some components are
removed showing the element hidden behind. Only the piping interrupts the continuous first insulation
layer adherent to the existing wall. In dark red, the anchoring brackets fixed at the slabs hanging the
macro-panels. Four macro-panels are represented. From the left to the right: the first macro-panel is fully
passive; the second hosts an additional rigid insulation panels (bright yellow) covering the pipes; the
third and fourth ones carry only one rigid insulation panel each, which covers the pipe area.

Figure 49: Vertical sections. From the left to the right: macro panels with horizontal piping, vertical piping
and without piping.
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Figure 50: Horizontal sections. From the top to the bottom: with horizontal piping and without.

The presence of pipes on the façade might rise questions concerning to the risk of leakages.
In existing building pipes run into the wall masonry constructions since many years with low
risk of damage, because this would happen in case of material deterioration (end of life) or of
exceptional events. The reliability of the pipeline’s installation must be maintained also in the
outdoor setup case. In any case, pipelines pressure leaks are tested with pressurized air prior
macro-panels’ installation for safety reasons.
Moreover, the BuildHEAT façade allows pipe running in the façade within a small air cavity,
which would help in drying in case of small leakages. Finally, in extreme damage cases, the
claddings as well as the façade second insulation layer are easily removable thanks to the
developed fixing, therefore allowing extraordinary maintenance.
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4 Façade performance
4.1

Mechanical

The mechanical performances of the whole façade assembly are related to its main frame, as
load bearing structure. Hence, the calculation of the maximum deformation has been
performed to check the risk of failures in the overall system.
The Italian standard D.M. 14 Gennaio 200810 under the paragraphs 3.3 and 3.4 have been
taken as reference. The wind data characterization for Rome has been considered as first
design case. The aluminium alloys used by HALFEN is EN AW-6060, which properties have
been deducted according to EN 755-2 and Eurocode 9.
The maximum deflection allowed has been assumed equal to the frame length divided by 200.
It means 15 mm for the slab-to-slab distance of 3000 mm. The first design has led to a macropanel frame overall depth of 80 mm in order to guarantee an acceptable new façade overall
thickness (below 200 mm) on the one hand and the possibility to host the above mentioned
additional rigid insulation layer on the other. Nevertheless, this macro-panel layer depth is not
fulfilling the requirement of maximum horizontal deflection. Hence, the overall macro-panel
frame depth has been enlarged up to 100 mm, resulting in a sufficiently rigid system with a
deflection below well 15 mm (Figure 51).

Figure 51: Horizontal deflection as calculated for the macro-panel frame of 80 mm and 100 mm depth
(respectively left and right).

4.2

Thermal

During the macro-panel frame design, the presence of the metal frame interrupting the second
thermal insulation layer continuity has raised the question about the heat loss due to the
thermal bridge determined by the frame itself. Hence, a 2D parametric thermal analysis first
and a calculation of the linear thermal loss coefficient after have been performed. The
parametric analysis has helped in the optimization of the macro-panel frame shape. On the
contrary, the thermal bridge calculation on the final section is needed to provide designers with
an indicator of the macro-panel frame impact on the overall façade thermal performance.

10

Norme Tecniche Per Le Costruzioni Cap. 3 - Azioni Sulle Costruzioni
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Hence, an existing building reference construction has been set as made of the following
layers: internal plaster, 15 cm; hollow brick layer, 80 mm; air cavity, 80 mm; hollow brick layer,
120 mm. The new façade has been considered adjacent to the existing one with a continuous
rockwool soft insulation layer of 100 mm. The reference scenario has also a second continuous
insulation of additional 60 mm, while the BuildHEAT façade case has this second insulation
layer of the same properties, but with the macro-panel frame, as represented in Figure 52. The
calculations have been performed following the procedures defined in the EN 10077:2017.

Figure 52: 2D representation of the domain used to quantify the thermal bridge introduced by the
presence of the macro-panel frame.

As a result, the reference wall construction and the BuildHEAT façade have a U-value of
0.189 W/m²/K and 0.217 W/m²/K (calculated as total heat flux divided by the temperature
difference and by the 0.6 m reference width). The Ψ-value is equal to 0.0167 W/m/K. Such
values indicate that the heat losses introduced by the macro-panel frame have to be
considered in terms of impact on the overall building heat balance. On the contrary, in terms
of 2D temperature field (Figure 53), the impact is negligible considering the inside surface
temperature.

Figure 53: 2D temperature field for a BuildHEAT façade horizontal section.

The thermal bridge could be mitigated using a thermal break element in the macro-panel frame.
For this solution a further development effort is required in order to: verify with the metal frame
provider the possible new frame shapes, the new mechanical behaviour for horizontal loads
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and the cost increase. A further possibility to be studied, for improving the thermal behaviour,
is to go for a timber-based frame
It has to be highlighted that the current macro-panel frame could result not completely
satisfactory in terms of cost-effectiveness considering the thermal insulation final
characteristic, compared to a continuous ETICS system of equivalent thickness. This has been
reached because the main driver has been the industrialised approach for a plug&play
standardized façade system, while the thermal behaviour has been checked as a final
characteristic and also because it depends on the design team performance targets. A tailormade macro-panel frame shape is possible in order to optimize also the thermal performance
against costs, for example through the use of the thermal break, the removal of the rigid
insulation fixing and the position of the gasket.

4.3

Condensation risk

Besides the thermal analysis presented in the previous paragraph, an interstitial condensation
risk analysis has been performed aiming at assessing the condensation risks due to the
thermal bridge, avoiding risks of underperformance, local damages, loss of durability and so
on.
Such analysis has been done during the macro-panel frame development process and not on
the final macro-panel section shape, because of the positive results of the analysis itself. Due
to the symmetry determined by the female-female metal frame of the macro panels, the
considered geometry refers to a 0.5 m wide traditional wall covered by the insulation, the
external finishing in polymer concrete and the aluminium frame sections, as represented in
Figure 54. The software Delphin has been used.
The boundary conditions applied to the inner and outermost edges have been taken
considering the extreme conditions for the Rome climate. They have been set as in Figure 54,
to assess the condensation risk in the insulation, at the profiles groove surfaces in contact with
the profiles’ air.

Figure 54: Explanation of the boundary conditions.

The eventual risk of condensation, if any, could be expected around the metal frame, in the
surrounding insulation material. Reaching the steady-state conditions has been verified
plotting the transient trends of the average heat and vapour fluxes.
For standard materials, as defined in the Delphin library, there is no evidence of the risk of
condensation, with a maximum of relative humidity below 93 % considering the whole 2D
domain.
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From a parametric analysis on the existing wall material properties, one limit case has been
found where condensation at the insulation-frame interface occurs under steady-state regime.
In particular, the existing building conductivity and the water vapour resistance factor have
been identified as very relevant in determining the over-hygroscopic conditions and the water
vapour flux through the materials. Hence, this critical situation has been fictively created adhoc in order to evaluate the wetting-drying ability of the system under a dynamic regime.
In the dynamic model, neither the short-wave solar radiation nor the ventilation in the air cavity
behind the cladding has been modelled. The rainwater flow on the external surface has also
not been considered under the hypothesis of a water-proof barrier made by the coated polymer
concrete panel and by a number of gaskets at the panel’s interfaces. A simulation time of two
years have been set, letting the first year as warm-up. The small condensation risk area
highlighted during the steady-state analysis appears also under dynamic conditions.
Nevertheless, a rapid drying can also be observed at the interested part, without any water
accumulation.
As a result, it can be concluded that the interstitial condensation risk is not present for standard
wall materials. However, for particular existing building constructions, and materials, a detailed
dedicated verification is suggested thanks to the use of numerical models in steady-state and
in dynamic regimes. Moreover, the same kind of condensation risk could be present in
traditional ventilated façade around the anchoring systems fixed at the existing wall and should
be evaluated case-by-case with dedicated tools.

4.4

Water tightness

The water tightness has not been verified via certified and normed tests, as it is not required
for a standard ventilated façade kit (as for the ETAG034 requirements). Nevertheless, the use
of the macro-panel frame adjacent to the soft first insulation layer and in direct contact with the
outdoor environment raises the question about the risk of wetting such insulation layer, without
the possibility of drying it out, due to the limited exposed area (the gap between two successive
macro-panel frames).

Figure 55: BuildHEAT façade mockup for a passive module, as installed at the HALFEN premises in
Bergamo and used for the water tightness test.

Hence, a testing campaign has been planned on the BuildHEAT façade passive mockup
installed at the HALFEN premises in Bergamo. Such modules have been installed anchored
to a temporary loadbearing substructure used in order to avoid damages to the existing wall of
the hosting industrial site and to inspect the macro-panel back. However, the passive macropanels have been manufactured, assembled and installed as for a real demo case. In
particular, anchoring brackets and gaskets are as per the final macro-panel system. Mockup
pictures are shown in Figure 55.
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The water tightness test has been conducted during July 2017 as follow. A direct water jet at
a volume flow rate of about 0.2 l/s has been continuously sprayed on the passive cladding for
about 10 minutes. In the meanwhile, and after the water flow jet, the mockup has been visually
investigated at all its layers.
Water drops have been found in relevant quantity in the ventilated air gap and at all the
components’ surfaces exposed to this room. Also, the horizontal gap between the two macropanels have been wet by some passing water flows. On the back, initially any water particle
has been detected. But, after a while still during the water jetting phase, some water has started
dropping from the macro-panel back, more precisely from the anchoring hook screwed on the
macro-panel wrong position. In fact, such hook, has to be located avoiding the creation of any
direct contact between the ventilated air gap and the macro-panel back.

Figure 56: Visual results of the facade water tightness test.

The test has allowed to improve the design of the anchoring hook position and screwing. On
the other hands, the water tightness layer determined by the frame and the gaskets is working
properly assuring dry surfaces

4.5

Wind and impact tests

With the aim to assess the mechanical properties of the anchoring frame, fixing elements for
PC, ST and PV panels and also the PC panels itself, a prototype containing all these elements
has been assembled to be tested under wind pressure, wind suction, hard body and soft body
impacts. The prototype has been designed as composed by following three BuildHEAT façade
macro-panels.
1. Passive module: aluminium structure + anchoring and fixing system + insulation +
PC cladding panels with MIG coating.
2. PV module: aluminium structure + anchoring and fixing system + insulation +
commercial PV panel + PC panels covering remaining surface.
3. ST module: aluminium structure + anchoring and fixing system + insulation +
commercial ST panel + PC panel covering remaining surface.
•

PC panels have been manufactured and coated by ACCIONA and were sent to HALFEN.
HALFEN has assembled the aluminium structure, the insulation, the PC, PV and ST
panels and has sent them to TECNALIA Laboratories in Spain, where ACCIONA has
installed the modules on the test bench.
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4.5.1 Impact tests
The impact tests have been performed only on three PC panels, each one with different sizes.
Impact tests have been not done on photovoltaic and solar thermal panels, because they are
commercial products with already their certifications.
Each PC panel type has been tested under impact using three different bodies: 0.5 kg hard
body (3 joules), 1 kg hard body (10 joules) and 3 kg soft body (10 joules). The facade modules
used for the testing are shown in Figure 57 and Figure 58.
The testing procedure foresees each PC panel to be impacted in three different points.
However, if the first- or second-point breaks, the test is stopped.
The result is that façade system with PC panel as cladding, is in CLASS III. It means that the
system cannot be installed at ground level in an area with public access. Specifically, the
behaviours for the different impacting bodies are as follow.
•

Impact with 0,5 kg hard body: no breaks.

•

Impact with 1 kg hard body: breaks in the PC panel 1210 x 443 mm.

•

Impact with 3 kg soft body: no breaks.

Figure 57: Wind and impact prototype (elevation on the left and vertical section on the right)

Figure 58: Wind and impact prototype (horizontal section)
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4.5.2 Wind test
Façade modules are installed on a test bench with four movable vertical mullions made of
120x120 mm steel tubes.

Figure 59 Wind + impact test bench

After the installation of the modules, all the open areas and gaps have been closed to achieve
an airtight chamber where wind pressure/suction can be applied.
Wind pressure has been applied in both directions (suction and pressure) until reach 3000 Pa
(around 300 kg/m2) through a lateral side of the room (see left scheme of Figure 59.
To assess the effect of the pressure/suction on the façade system and components, several
deformation meters were installed to measure deformations (see Figure 60). These meters
have been removed when pressure/suction reached 2000 Pa (to avoid damages in the
measuring equipment itself).
After the test, a visual inspection has been carried out to check if any of the panels, fixing
elements or other components have been broken.

Figure 60 Wind prototype ready to be tested
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As reported before, wind pressure and suction were applied until reaching the 3000 Pa. On
the contrary, the deformation was measured until 2000 Pa (for security reasons). Deformations
measuring points are reported in Figure 61.

Figure 61 Wind deformation measure scheme

The horizontal deformations have been measured both in overpressure and in suction
conditions at the twelve measurement points, rising from 500 Pa to 2000 Pa. The test
continued until 3000 Pa and no breaks were observed. Panels with more deformations by
order are (1) the solar thermal panel, (2) photovoltaic panel, (3) PC panel of 1.210 x 443 mm
and (4) PC panel of 813 x 402 mm.
In suction, the same deformations behaviour has been obtained among the different macropanels.

Figure 62: Deformation in mm as function of the applied pressure (left overpressure, right suction).

As conclusion, all the tested BuildHEAT façade systems - with PC, PV and ST closures – have
resisted to a pressure and suction of 3000 Pa. This value is a useful design figure to be
considered when applying the façade solution at any other building.
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4.6

Fire resistance

Two BuildHEAT façade performance mockup have been designed, manufactured and
assembled for the Single Burning Item (SBI) fire reaction test using the best Polymer Concrete
mixture and also allocating rigid mineral wool insulation in the core of the façade module. In
one prototype, the MIG ESP Special primer and MIG Rooflect V10002 have been sprayed on
the PC panels. The second one has PC panels without coating.
•

Also, for this performance verification, the façade samples have been manufactured and
assembled by the BuildHEAT project partners and sent to TECNALIA Laboratories in
Spain, where ACCIONA installed the modules over the test bench and surveyed the SBI
test.

The goal of the SBI test is to define the fire behaviour of the polymer concrete material installed
as a cladding element with open gaps between the panels. Aluminium and mineral wool are
not flammable. Hence, the façade system fire behaviour will be based on polymer concrete
reaction.
The target was to achieve B, s3, d0, which is the fire class required to install this façade system
in the Spanish and Italian demo cases.

4.6.1 SBI test description and samples needed
The SBI is normed in the EN 13823. It consists on directing a flame source of 30.7 ± 2.0 kW
(burning propane) at the prototype from the inside corner. The behaviour of the prototype is
evaluated for 20 minutes, and the main parameters measured are the following.
•

Total Heat Release during the first 600 seconds (THR 600s) in MJ.

•

Fire Growth Rate Index (FIGRA) in kW/s.

•

Lateral frame spread (LFS) in m.

•

Smoke Growth Rate Index (SMOGRA) in m2/s2.

The SBI test gives significant ideas concerning the development of the fire within the first 10
minutes and the reaction of the material within the buildings. The classes of the material (B, C
and D) are determined according to the above-mentioned parameters. The SBI test is capable
of providing a classification which reflects the fire hazard of approximately 90 % of construction
products.
Test specimen is a corner with the two wings measuring 1000 x 1500 mm and 500 x 1500 mm.
The regulation specifies that two joints must be placed in the big wing: horizontal joint (500 mm
from the bottom); vertical joint (200 mm from the corner).
The following drawings (Figure 63) show the design for the two SBI test prototypes. SBI
specimen before, during and after the test are shown in Figure 64. Left column is MIG coated
sample, while right column is the non-coated sample.
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Figure 63 Prototype designed for the SBI test (PC v5). Elevation, vertical and horizontal section
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Figure 64 SBI prototypes before, during and after the test.
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4.6.2 Results of the SBI test
MIG coated sample present better fire behaviour both in heat release and smoke production,
The following further parameters are not automatically measured by the SBI test equipment.
•

Lateral frame spread (LFS): for both prototypes, the flame didn’t reach the edge of the
sample (see Figure 64). Therefore, LFS is less than sample edge.

•

•

Figure 65 Lateral frame spread during SBI test

•

Drops: there were not any inflamed particles during first 600s for both prototypes.

The EN 13501-1 defines which are the values to classify the prototype. The normative specifies
that three samples should be tested to certify the system. Therefore, the following values have
to be reached in the three samples to obtain the certification.
•

4.7

Coated prototype had slightly better fire behaviour. Anyway, both prototypes, coated and
non-coated, achieved values inside the range of “B, s1, d0” classification (better than
required for Spain and Italy).

The BuildHEAT façade value chain

4.7.1 Design
As per a mechanically fixed complex façade (such as a ventilated façade or a curtain walling
system), the design process is more complex than for a traditional ETICS-based renovation.
First, a detailed audit has to be carried out focussing on the façade geometry, materials and
mechanical resistance of the concrete slabs.
In parallel, the architectural façade patterns have to be discussed and defined, especially in
terms of passive and cladding forms and materials (and therefore aesthetic). Such patterns
will drive the first design of the macro-panel layout and the way to fix the claddings to the
macro-panels. Also, the energy renovation plan (in terms of distribution, generation and
ventilation systems) will impact heavily on the macro-panels layout, especially in terms of
understanding the need for piping, ducting and cabling and their relation to the façade. In this
perspective, a climate potential analysis has to be performed aiming at the definition of the roof
and façade solar potential, as well as the ventilative cooling one.
A special attention has to be given to the window node design, because it is the most impacting
on global and local performances (hygro-thermal, visual comfort), user perception (aesthetic,
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connection to the outside) and daily life (need to enter the apartments for removing the old
window and eventually re-installing the new one).
Performance calculations and verifications on the preliminary façade design are suggested on
the following topics: slab anchoring capacity (e.g. pull-out), thermal bridges due to the macropanel frame for the specific constructions and for the macro-panel typologies choice (e.g.
related to the presence of the second rigid insulation layer), detailed dynamic energy
performance of the building plus energy system.
The use of the BuildHEAT façade system can be mixed with the use of other kind of façade
construction system for different façades and for balconies or loggias. In fact, main drivers to
choose the BuildHEAT façade solution are the needs for a deep retrofit, with energy systems
(distribution and generation) in façade, with low disturbance on inhabitants, and the plug-andplay removable approaches. In this sense, not all the building surfaces have to be equipped
with such system, in order to reduce the risk of investment increase. The costs verification is
suggested to be done from the very beginning of the design process, checking the façade
drivers against the project budget.
Last design phase has to focus on the executive design, creating a macro-panel abacus of
potentially different macro-panels and cladding sizes in order to absorb all the existing wall
tolerances, being able to assure the desired cladding panels’ pattern. From this design,
instructions for the macro-panels manufacturing and assembling, installation sequences and
the interaction with other renovation actions will follow.
HALFEN has managed directly the executive design of the BuildHEAT macro-panels and the
abacus to summarise the different components’ features.

4.7.2 Manufacturing, assembly and transportation
The macro-panel frame section has been extruded by a HALFEN subcontractor as well as
what is connected to the delivery of the single components (mainly gaskets, active and passive
cladding panels) which has been bought on the market.
The macro-panels have been assembled starting from the macro-panels frame production,
through welding or fixing mechanically the four profiles, the fixing of the rigid insulation and of
the cladding panels. For the first demo case, the assembling phase has required around two
workers for four hours. The manpower was previously trained for such assembly, but it was
not specifically expert in this kind of technology. In this sense, for a dedicated assembling line,
this effort could be optimized.
Finally, the macro-panels are then prepared for the transportation through a dedicated timberframed packaging, needed to load the macro-panels on the trucks, assuring stability and
protection.

4.7.3 Installation
The onsite installation has occurred avoiding the scaffolding, using fork-lift because of the
peculiar shape of the building. Normally, the aerial platform and the crane should be planned.
The anchoring brackets positions are digitally identified through a laser-scanning survey and
the items are fixed at the slab front by HALFEN specialized installers. After this, the first
insulation layer and the eventual building services distribution are installed in façade, letting
the brackets being accessible. Finally, the macro-panels are fixed at the anchoring brackets
and the final position is adjusted thanks to the 3D tolerances allowed by the brackets
themselves.
The first demo case installation has shown a performance of around 100 m² of installed macropanels in one week for three specialised workmen.
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5 Critical review
5.1

Open points

After the first demo implementation in a residential building in Zaragoza, a critical review of the
BuildHEAT façade concept has been undertaken.
First of all, the cost-benefit ratio could be improved setting up a kind of “macro-panel frame’s
shape catalogue”, matching: the kind of cladding, of façade overall thickness limit as well as
expected façade averaged thermal transmittance. In fact, further optimisation of the frame
section in terms of shape and materials are expected to bring interesting cost-reduction
keeping safe the BuildHEAT façade advantages.
Secondly, having a soft insulation layer with building services distribution systems has the
advantage of assuring the continuity of the thermal insulation layer. On the contrary, from a
process optimization perspective, it obliges the realization of a non-industrialized traditional
insulation system. This fact carries the risk to reduce the benefits related to the macro-panel
off-site assembling and it could therefore be optimized through the adoption of a preassembled soft insulation layer.
Moreover, the presence of the macro-panel frame interrupting the second insulation layer (rigid
insulation in the macro-panel), determines a slight increase of the overall facade heat loss
compared to a continuous insulation layer with the same thickness. This might be not always
accepted by designers, but it could be tackled using thermal break element in the macro-panel
frame as well as mixing materials (e.g. coupling timber and aluminium).
Finally, the BuildHEAT façade has a higher investment cost compared against a traditional
ventilated façade. Nevertheless, a scientific methodology is still missing to fairly setup a
detailed comparative cost analysis to compare the two renovation approaches. In fact, it is
difficult to deeply define the benchmark scenario. A detailed analysis, indeed, should be able
to consider all the expenses of a traditional deep retrofit intervention against the BuildHEAT
façade benefits related, for example, to the faster installation timing, to the components’ and
system removability (also under the circular economy axioma), to the simplification in the PV
and ST system integration.
Those above-mentioned open points have been tackled through further analyses and
developments as described in the next paragraphs.

5.2

Façade assembly 2.0

A couple of easy-to-implement modifications of the façade macro-panel frame would allow an
improvement of the overall façade assembly attractiveness, addressing the reduction of driving
rain wetting risk, the lowering of thermal bridge related to the frame as well as the
empowerment of the off-site activities.
Such improvements refer to the gaskets and the insulation fixings housing positions (Figure
66).
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Façade Assembly 1.0

Façade Assembly 2.0

Figure 66: Possible improvements in the façade macro-panel frame.

5.3

Value engineering

The drivers of the value engineering process have been agreed within the design team,
analysing the characteristics of the BuildHEAT façade system developed so far and identifying
the areas of improvement. (i) Disassembly of all panels: provide easy disassembly not for all
panels but just those corresponding to the risers. (ii) Integration with mechanical system:
external risers, plumbing, cabling for interventions with minor disruptions for occupants. (iii)
Flexibility: flexibility of the system is a key benefit. The possibility to install different typologies
of cladding panels and finishing, both passive and active (PV and ST) has to be maintained.
(iv) Modularity: unitized system concept is maintained.
Keeping safe the above-mentioned features, all the components have been analysed targeting
a cost reduction of about 30 % compared to the Zaragoza demo case implementation. This
percentage has been identified to have the BuildHEAT façade system as an attractive solutions
on the market. The value engineering analysis has shown that such reduction can be achieved
acting on the underlined elements in Table 6. In particular, the façade components selection
during the design process has to be chosen depending on the specific functionality required
per each macro-panel. For example, fixings for removable cladding has to be designed only
where needed for maintenance reasons, within the same construction sites.
Table 6: Changeable façade components identified for the value engineering process.

BuildHEAT facade process elements
1

Anchoring element to the primary structure

2

Soft insulation layer fixings

3

Macro panel frame

4

Rigid insulation layer fixings

5

Gaskets

6

Cladding fixing system

7

Cladding material

8

Packaging

9

Transport

Material quantity
Assembly of profile

10 Site work
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6 Conclusions
The BuildHEAT façade system is already available as flexible façade concept for the deep
retrofit of buildings, able to integrate different kinds of passive and active claddings (e.g. solar
panels and collectors to increase the Renewable Energy Sources exploitation), to assure an
adequate thermal insulation, to allow removability of the cladding and hence the accessibility
at the other façade layers, and to lower the renovation on-site timing thanks to a pre-assembled
plug-and-play approach.
The BuildHEAT façade concept is based on the following components: (i) a first insulation layer
hosting eventual piping, ducting and cabling to facilitate the energy system renovation; (ii) a
pre-assembled aluminium macro-panel frame, to be anchored to the existing wall slabs fronts’
through commercial brackets, able to host passive and active cladding panels as well as an
additional insulation layer; (iii) removable cladding panels thanks to the use of a dedicated
fixing system.
In this sense, the BuildHEAT façade system is an interesting solution to manage to complexity
derived by a deep retrofit intervention in which the façade has to be used also to host
distribution and generation systems, guaranteeing the compatibility with the rest of the façade
architecture.
The façade has been successfully verified, as a system and also for the single components,
against the product regulation requirements in terms of calculation and tests.
Even if the design has been finalized within the BuildHEAT project, some relevant aspects
have been identified through a critical review and will be tackled during future implementation
in possible other demo buildings. In fact, a number of possible buildings have been identified
where the BuildHEAT façade concept could be applied. Hence, the need of further
development to optimize the technologies and the related processes could be tackled during
the design of new real retrofit projects.
Finally, the BuildHEAT façade system has shown to have some exemplary technology features
in the perspective of a progressive business model shift from the Linear to the Circular
Economy vision, also in the built environment.
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